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sHITRODUCTIOH.
With an ever decreasing coal supply and increasing demand
for power, it is becoming more and more evident that the world must
utilize to the utmost all other sources of energy. The most avail-
able of these are the rivers, streams, and other bodies of water.
There are millions of horse power going to waste in these places
that could "be harnessed and made to do the work of man. This has
been done at such places as Keokuk, Iowa, where power is generated
for St. Louis; Niagara Palis, ITew York; Cedejolo, Italy, where
power is generated for Milan; Eykkelsrud, llorway; and so forth. At
these places engineers have shown that it is possible to convert
the energy, which heretofore has been allowed to dissipate itself,
into a form useful to humanity. However, as a rule, the places
where it is possible to construct such plants are often far away
from the centers of industry as well as being usually handicapped
by transportation difficulties, etc. Thus the proposition of
transmitting the energy to where it can be used becomes of great
importance. There is no form of energy more suitable for transpor-
tation purposes than that of electricity.
The limiting condition to this method of transporting energy
is distance. It is a comparatively easy matter now to design a
transmission line of from 50 to 100 miles in length; but when one
takes into consideration such propositions as that of transporting
the abundant energy of the Victoria Fall^, South America, to where
there is a demand for it as at the Rand Mines, some 700 miles away.

3other losses appear than those which occur in short lines. This is
due to the fact that in order to keep the cost of the conductors
within a reasonable range, a very high voltage must he used. At
large voltages, the electricity tends to leak from the wires into the
surrounding air. This phenomena, knovm as corona, is accompanied
hy large power losses, and can be seen by the glowing of the trans-
mission wires on dark nights. The cost of building lines for such
high voltages is very great as steel towers must be used instead
of the ordinary poles, and the insulators supporting the wires become
very large and,therefore .very expensive. Of course in addition to
the corona loss there are the losses always found in a transmission
line, as those due to resistance, inductance, and capacity. All of
these losses increase with the distance the energy must be trans-
mitted, so ever^rthing tends to lower the efficiency of a very long
line. At present the largest system- in use in the United States
is the one operated by the Southern Power Company between Great
Falls, South Carolina and Durham, ITorth Carolina. Some 40,000
kilowatts are being distributed from this 200 mile line at a
voltage of 100,000 volts. However, at present a line is under con-
struction which will, when completed, carry some 120,000 kilowatts
from the mountains to Sacreraento and San J'rancisco. This line will
be 275 miles long, and will be operated at 150,000 volts. With
such large voltages impressed upon the line, if the conductors are
small in diameter, there will be large corona losses; but if the
diameter of the wires is large enough this loss v;ill disappear.
However, when the conductors are very large, in size, they are also
very expensive, a condition which must be avoided. This can be

4done by using spaced ca"bles instead of single wires for the conduc-
tors. Such cahles are built of several small wires separated hy a
core so that the diameter of the cable will he several times that
of a single wire containing the same cross section area of conductin;:
material. There are two materials generally used for conductors,
Aluminum and Copper. Both of these give good results, though they
have different constants. Copper costs less per pound and has a
lower resistance, while aluminum gives a larger surface area and ^;
therefore has less corona losses. The price of aluminum has, for
the last ten years, been kept at such a price that it would cost
about the same to build a transmission out of aluminum as to build
one out of copper.
There may never be a demand for a longer transmission line in
Europe or the United States than the one now under construction in
California, but this is not the case in Africa or South America.
As was mentioned befoi-e, engineers have been contemplating some
method of utilizing the power of Victoria Palls at the Rand Mines.
These mines could use about 150,000 kilowatts (200,000 horse power).
As this power would have to be transmitted over 700 miles, one can
see the immensity of the proposition. Of course it would be neces?-
sary under such conditions to send the poY/er over two parallel
circuits, so that even if one of these should be interrupted, the
generating station need not be shut down but could send a large
proportion of the normal load over the second circuit. As the most
economical way to transm.it electrical energy, known to-day, is by
means of a three phase system, each one of these parallel circuits
would be three phase.

5A proposition can easily be conceived, of where 200,000
kilowatts are needed at some location, 500 miles from any place
where that amomit of energy could be developed. In order to trans-
mit so large an amount of power such a long distance, the highest
possible voltage that can be handled should be used. With the
present development of insulators, about 200,000 volts between the
line and grounded neutral is the maximum voltage that can be
handled. This corresponds to 300,000 volts between lines for a
three phase system. In order not to exceed 200,000 volts between
line and grounded neutral at the generator, a voltage of 150,000
volts to neutral at the receiving end of the line has been assumed.
In this supposed case, as engineering practice demands two separate
circuits, 100,000 kilowatts would have to be transmitted over each
circuit, or in case of a three phase system 3S,0OO kilowatts per
phase. Consequently each conductor of the circuits would have to
be designed ta carry 35,300 kilov/atts, which would mean that 225
amperes per conductor must be delivered at the receiving end.

6CHAPTER I.
The Design of the Conductors for the Line.
The first thing: to do in order to find the constants of a
transmission line is to determine the size of wire necessary to
transmit the power economically. There are many formulae for deter-
mining the cross sectional area of an economical wire, "but one of
the newest and probably best is the following one, developed by
Mr. M. Takahashi in his thesis for a Master's degree at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, 1915. ^
P r K r Z
A= (1)
E cos 9 M 3000 C W h
In this formula,
A = area in circular mils •
P = power per conductor in kilowatts at full loac .
E = voltage between lines in kilovolts at receiv-
ing end of the line.
cos % - power factor at receiving end of the line.
K = market price in dollars per kilowatt per
year at the receiving end of the line.
Z = load factor in percent.
C = cost in dollars of conductor per poimd.
W = weight of conductor per circular mil mile in
lbs.
r = specific resistance of material for one mile
of wire one circular mil in cross sectioi.
area.
h = depreciation of conductor plus interest on
investment in percent
.
The principal way in which this formula differs from almost
all others is that the length of the line does not appear directly.

7This is cLue to the fact that it is taken into account in ehoosing
the voltage of the line*, and, therefore , is not necessary to consider
it separately. In considering the system mentioned in the intro-
duction, there would be 100,000 kilowatts per circuit and the volt-
age between lines would he 260,000 volts. Therefore, in determining;
the size of wire necessary the following values for the quantities
in equation (l) would have to "be taken into consideration.
The power delivered per phase (P) would be 33,300 kilowatts.
The voltage between lines at the receiving end of the line
(E) would be 260,000 volts.
The power factor at the load (Gog 9) would depend upon the
conditions, but under ordinary conditions will be between 0.80 lag
and Unity, as most of the machines in use draw a lagging cunent.
The cost of power at the receiving end of the line (K) v/ill
vary considerably with the conditions under which the power is
developed. It will be soraeT/hat higher in the case that the elec-
tricity is generated by means of steam than if by means of water
power. A good working average is ^50 per kilov/att year, which
value has been used in the following calculations.
The load factor (X) is the ratio of the energy actually
delivered to that which v/ould.be delivered provided the generating
plant was rua continually at full load. After studying conditions
in various places it will be seen that 40 percent, is a fair value.
The cost of the conductors (C) is §0.15 per pound for
copper and $0.30 per pound for aluninum. These values are taken
not from the present price of wire but from an average of the price
;
over a majiiber of years.
The weight of the conductor (W) is 0.016 pounds per circular

8mil mile for copper and 0.005 poimcLs per circular mil mile for
aliimiiiTim.
The specific resistance fr) varies with the temperature. At
25° C it will "be 55,000 olims for one mile of wire one circular
mil in ovoss section area, if the wire is made of copper, or 90,000
ohms if the wire is made of aluminum.
The depreciation and interest (h) has heen taken as 10 percen
This allows 5 percent, for interest and 5 percent, for depreciation.
The following calculations have "been made for "both copper and
aluminum wire, with the conditions where Cos 9 varies from 0.8 lag
to unity by intervals of 0.05. From these values the curves sho\7n
in Plate liFo. I has heen plated, showing the relation between the
cross-section of wire needed and the power factor.
Table llo • I.
Part 1.
I^terial Copper
p 53,500 kilowatts
K 50 dollars
r 56,000 ohms
Z 40 percent.
C 0.15 dollars
W 0.015 poxmds
h 10 percent
.
Cos Q .SO lag .85 lag *90 lag .95 lag Unity
E Cos 9 208 221 234 247 260
K r X 112,000,000 112,000, 112,000,000 112,000.000 112,00!)
000 000
;;000 G W"h 1250 1250 1250 1250 1250
P
E Cos "9 160 151 143 155 125
A (Circular 200,000 189,000 179,000 169,000 158,000
mils)

9Table Uo. I
Part E.
I^terial Alumimm.
33,300 kilowatts
£ 50 dollars
r 90,000 oluns
X 40 percent.
C 0.30 dollars
^ 0.005 poiinds
li 10 percent.
Y_ r X 180,000,000
K r X 2000
"3000 C W li
Cos .80 lag .85 lag .90 lag .95 lag Unit^
E Cos 9 208 221 234 247 260
E Cos Q 160 151 143 135 126
A (circular 320,000 302,000 286,000 270,000 252,0C||)
rails)
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From Table Ho. I and Plate Uo. I, it will be seen that it
is necessary to use No > 0000 Brown and Sharpe gauge copper wires
or aluminum wires 0.6 inches in diameter. The best way to build
the line is in two parallel circuits. These circuits may both be
suspended from the same tov/ers or else two entirely different sets
of towers. Of course the first method is the cheaper and probably
wotild be used even though it makes it more dangerous for the repair
man working on one circuit while the other is in use. In either
ease the conductors should be suspended 50 feet from the ground
and 10 feet from each other. This is about the minimu^n spacing
which will give good results v/ith the high potential to be used on
this line. If the 'conductors were hung higher up or farther apart,
the increase in the cost of the towers would be prohibitive, .- lie
not changing the constants of the line to a great extent .3 thi^
line is to operate at a very high voltage, there may be corona
losses, especially as the wires have a small radius of curvature.
Such losses are due to the leakage of current from the conductors,
and can be seen on dark nights as then the wires glow brilliantly.
This glow begins at a voltage called the visual critical voltage,
and increases rapidly as the voltage increases beyond that point.
This luminosity of the air surrounding the conductors is accompan-
ied by a considerable loss of power. This loss of energy should
begin, theoretically, at the visual critical voltage; however, some
losses actually take place at lower voltages due to roughness of
the conductors, caused by weathering, the collection of dirt on
the wires, imperfections in the manufacture of the wires, etc.
The voltage at which these losses begin is called the disruptive
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critical voltage. The larger the wires the higher the dicrap-
tive critical voltage aiicl, consequently, the less the corona losses
Thus one would at first glance decide to use the aluminum wire.
However, it will be shown that these losses are very great even
with the aluminum wire, so no advantage would he gained by using
it. Therefore, the calculations for the line have been made for
copper conductors.
Extended investigations on transmission lines, by F. W- Peek
Jr., have shown that the corona loss in fair weather follows the
following law:
P = 1.61 a /(e - eo - - - - - - - (2)
where P ~ power loss in kilowatts per mile length of line.
e =! effective voltage to neutral in kilovolts.
Oq = disruptive critical voltage to neutral.
f = frequency,
and where a is given by the equation
a =
— \/"r" ---------- (3)
when K is a constant (.00344^ see page ).
^ = density of the air referred to standard conditions
(76 cm. pressure and 25° C)
r = radius of conductor in centimeters.
and S = distance betv/een wires.
This equation does not hold for e < gq as then there can not be any
corona losses.
The empirical equation as found by p. W. Peek, Jr., for the
value of Go, is
Qo = Modo ^ '^og r • (in Kilovoits) - - - (4)
where is the disruptive gradient of air in kilovolts per
centimeter at standard atmospheric conditions. This value is 29.8
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Kilovolts (Maxinrara) per centimeter or 21.1 Kilovolts (effective,
assmning sine vave conditions) per centimeter, and is constant for
all sizes of v/ire and for all frequencies.
Mq 13 a constant depending upon the surface conditions of
the conductor. In the case of weather "beaten wires this constant
will he as low as 0.93, while in the case of smoothly polished wires
it will he as high as unity. For the calculations of this formula
j
see page
By replacing in equation (S) the value of "a" as found by
equation (3) and that of "lo" given by f.-'uation (4), the total loss
(2) is given by the equation .
1.61 K 1 r r r -12.
P= s' " Ti- '^ogo 5.r log_S J --(
In this equation
1 = length of line in miles.
K « 344 X 10'^
6o = 21.1 kilovolts per centimeter (effective)
= 3.92 h (i) = barometer pressure in centirae-
^ ters.
273 + t (t = temperature in degrees centi-
grade .
' Mo varies from .93 to 1.00.
When i> = 76 centimeters and t = 25 degrees centigrade, the
value of Sis one.
i-rom equation (5) it is apparent that the corona losses vaj y
directly as /r", directly as inversely as fs^ inversely as S
and directly as the square of the difference between the voltage
to neutral and the disruptive critical voltage. Experiments have
shown that the humidity of the atmosphere does not affect the corons,
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neither do heavy winds; while fogs, rain, snow, and sleet lower
the descriptive critical voltage, and, consequently, increase the
losses. The difference "between the disraptive ^.nd visual critical
voltages varies somewhat with the size of the conductor, being large::
for a small wire than for a large one. The following equation for
the visual critical voltage (e^) has been developed by F. W. Peek, J:v.
and was published in Volume XXX of the "Transactions of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers".
0.501 _S
= %go S il + ^fjT-) log r - (6)
where e^ ^ the visual critical voltage in kilovolts and
= IvIq and varies from 0.93 to 1.0 depending upon
the roughness of the surface of the conductor. If go expressed
in effective kilovolts, e^ will be in effective kilovolts, while
if gQ is expressed in maximum units, e^ will be in maximum units
also
.
I'rom equations (<::] and (6) it is possible to calculate the dls-
raptive and visual voltages, while from equation (5) , the corona
loss may be found, substituting for K and 1 equation (5(^ becomes
P = 1.61 X 344 X 10 X SOOY"^ t] ' '^^o So r
log rj
The value of S may be taken as unity, that of Uq as 0.95,
and that of e as 150 kilovolts (effective) , and that of go as Sl.l
kilovolts (effective). The radius of the wire necessary to carry
the current has been found to be .23 inches or .585 centimeters if
copper is used, or .3 inches or .76 centimeters if aluminum is used.
Also S = 10 feet or 304.8 centimeters.
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And log S = 5.2558 for the copper wire and 5.994 for the
r
'
al-uminura Y/ire.
Therefore Qq 73.5 kilovolts for the copper wire and 91.5
kilovolts for the a3_UTnin-flim^ Wire
.
a f~?' == .0438 for the copper wire and .0548 for the
aluminimi v/ire.
The value of / may vary, hut American engineers use either
one of the two standard frequencies (25 or 60 cycles per second).
As P varies directly with the loss will he smaller at 25 cycles
than at 60. Taking / = 25 cycles. P = 17,700 kilowatts per wire
for the copper conductor, or 13,000 kilov/atts per wire for the
aluminiun. The total loss for each of the two parallel circuits y/ou1[.
he 53,100 kilowatts or 39,000 kilowatts depending upon the material
of the conductors. As these losses are over one-third of the total
power delivered, something must be done to lessen them. This can
he done hy varying some of the factors, as r, S, or f. The smaller
the corona loss, the more economical will be the operation of the
line; therefore, the line should preferably be designed so that
there woiild be no corona losses. In order to have this condition
P, in equation (2), must eoual zero. This is possible only when
e equals or is less than Oq , as a and / car never equal zero. The
value of Go from equation (4) is Mq g© ^ - _S , therefore
r,
for the maxira-um value of e for no corona loss would be v/hen
G = MoSq S^r log r (7)
In equation (7) the only variables are S and r and as S is
already nearly as large as it is practical to make it, r must be
varied until the conditions are fulfilled. However, if r is increased
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very much, the conductors will soon become very expensive, so
some method of reducing the cost of the conductors must be found.
This can be done by using a spaced cable whose
cross section is sone thing like that shown in
Fig. 1. The radius of the cable ( OP ) may be
taken as the value of r in the preceeding equations
^^^^^^^^^
The number of strands in the cable will depend
entirely upon the voltage impressed. In order fc" —
j
to get the size of the cable which will have
no corona losses, equation (7) must be solved ^^^^^^^^^
for r. This solution gives equation (8).
Fig. 1.
r log^ = e (Q)
^ Mogo
It would req uire a very complicated method to get this
equation in the form of r =rF(e,s) , so some other way to solve it
must be found. Such a method would be to assume values of r and
calculate the value of the left hand side of the equation, and than
plott a curve between these values and r. As the value of the right
hand side of the equation is constant for any value of e, the valu;
of r to satify equation (8) may be found from this curve. This
solution is worked out in Table No. 2 and Plate No 2.
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Table l\io. 2
r (Centimeters) log S_ r log _S.
r r r
.5 610 6.41 3.21
1.0 305 5.7E 5.72
1.5 203 5.31 7.99
2.0 152 5.03 10.05
2.5 122 4.80 12.01
S.O 102 4.64 13.90
If e is taken as 150 kilovolts, as 21.1 kilovolts per
centimeter (effective), as 1, and i.1q as .93, then from equation
(8) r log S a 7.64, and r woiad be 1.4 centimeters. If, however,
r
e is taken as 200 kilovolts, r log S would equal 10,20 and r would
r
be 2.05 centimeters.
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As the concLuctors must "be so large it would "be too expensive
to use solid wires, so built up cables of several strands must be
used. As this would neutralize the advantage of large surface
area that the aluminum Y/ire has over the copper, the cables would
probably be built up of copper wires. As the conductors of each
circuit must contain 200,000 circular mils of cross sectional area
each; if there are three wires in each cable, each wire must have
a cross sectional area of 67,000 circular mils. This would mean
that Ho. 2 Brovm and Sharpe gauge would be used in building the
cable. If there are six wires in the cable, each wire would have
to have a cross sectional area of only 33,000 circular mils and
v/ould be built up of No. 5 I3ro\m and Sharpe gauge v/ire. These
cables ( of 3 or 6 strands) are designed under the supposition that
the surface of the cable will be the surface from which the corona
loss flows. If the niunber of wires is small, this may not be the
case and the disruptive gradient of the air may be exceeded. This
ma,tter will be investigated in the next chapter, first for the
cable built up of three wires and then for the one built up of six.
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CHAPTER II.
Testing of the Cables Designed in Chapter I for
Corona Loss.
In order to prove that there is no Corona loss from the
cables designed in Chapter I, it Y/ill be necessary to prove that a
potential gradient of 21.1 kilovolts per centimeter (effective)
has not been exceeded at any part of the cable. If g^ represents
the potential gradient, d E the voltage generated in moving a imit
charge thru a distance dx in an electrostatic field set up by the
charge Q , R the force set up by the electrostatic field, the
flux in the field, and A the area of the field; then
R = K A , and
d E = R dx
G- =^dE ="R => ^ 47r<p (9)
° d X K A
where K is a constant depending upon the material in which the
electrostatic field is set up. In a transmission line, the mater-
ial surrounding the conductors is air, and as for air the value of
the constant, K, is unity, K may be neglected in equation (9) and
-X~ (10)
In order to determine g^ from equation (10) , it will be necessary
to eliminate both of the gLuantities, Q and A from this equation,
getting them in terms which can be evaluated.

t0-
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Pig- 2.
In 2, represents one of the
three cables of one of the tv/o oiroTiits, and
0' , the image of the cable below the ground
line K L. A, B, and G represent the three
wires in the cable and A', B' , and C rep-
resent the images of thes^ wires respectively.
Let R be the distance from the center of the
cable to the groiind, then 00' will be 2R. Let
the radius of the wires in the conductor be r
and the distance from the center of the conductor to the center of
each wire be a. The wires are uniformly distributed in the cable,
that is, their centers are at the vertices of an equilateral tri-
angle, the length of whose sides is ^f¥~a and the center of the
triangle being 0. The circumferences of the v/ires are tangent to
the ii^r surface of the cable. Let be the charge on the conduc-
tor due to its potential above the ground, then will be the
3
potential of each wire, as the distance a is negligible in compari-
son to R. If P is at the point of tangency of wire A with the
cable , then
due to A A'
E
P
E
'P
EP
E
X)
" " A B'
" It ^ Qt
" " B A'
B B'IT It
E B C =
Ai
S~ log r-i
2<? A B '
"S" log T-^
Z2 A '
3 log, r^
ZQ A A'
3 log A B
20 A B'
3 log A B
2Q A_C'
3 log A B
(11)
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E due to C A' = 20 log A A'
E " " G B' = 20 lo^ A B' V (11)
E " " C = 2£ log A C
and E^ is the sumation of eqiiations (11).
P a
But rg = A A' = A B' = A C» = 2 (B - ^) = 2 R - a
A B = A G = Y3a^ and = r
Therefore
E
r (2 R - a) (2 R - a)1
= T"^ L5 log r +6 log JP
= 2 $ I log ~r + 2 log YSa
2 R - a 2 R - aj
(2 R - a)
'"
=29 log S a^ r (12)
As E^ = the voltage of the conductors (E) , solving equation (12)
for (JJ ,
= Ey
^
_______ (15)
2 log (2R - a)
3a2 r
The voltage at any point y (see Fig. 2) may he found hy the
same method as that for the point P. This method vzill give
Ey = 2 Tlog a;ji + log BlZ + log C'y"] - - -(14)L A y By G y^,
ITow if y is taken at a distance X from point on the line
0' belov/ the conductor (Pig. 2) so that the distance Z is small
in comparison to R, then
A'y=B'y=G'y= 2R-Z and
A y = G y = ]fu^a)^ + (fs'a)^ = yz^+ a^^ - a X

E3
Also B y = X + a
And eauation (14) becomes
5
E y = 2 9 log {2 R - X) (15)
When the points y and P are at the same potential, that is on
the same equipotential surface, Ep must equal Ey, and from equationi
(12 and (15), 3 n rc
log ( 2 R - a ) = log 1 2 R " X )
; 3 3 -
- - -
^^^^
3 a*^ r Z + a
which is the same as
,
(2 R - a)^ = (2 R - XL^
_ ^ _ ^ . ,(17)
3 a^ r + a^
When 200 kilovolts between line and neutral are impressed
upon the circuits, the values of R, a, and r are 1440 inches,
0.577
inches, and .129 inches, respectively. Then Z is the only variable
in equation(l7) and solving for X equation (18) is obtained as
follows:
(1440 - X)^ = (1440 - .677)^ = 16 X 10^
X^ + (.667)^ 3 (.677)2 .129
or 16 X loV + 1.44 x 10%^ + 2.003 x lO^X = 1.79 x 10^ (18)
S-rom this equation it is evident that the value of X must he
less than unity, and the values of the second and third terms,
being so small may be neglected. Therefore, equation (18) becomes
16 X 10^ X^ = -1.79 X 10^
3
QJ* X 5S — .llcS
ancL Z = -.482 inches
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The result indicates that the line 0' cuts the equipoten-
tial surface of value is E ahove the point 0. Consequently j this
surface is not a continuous, but is divided into three separate
parts, each part winding around one of the wires as shown in J^g.
3 by curves A, A' , and A". The equation of these surfaces^ as
shown by Alexander Eussel in his "Treatise on the Theory of Alter-
nating 8urrents" , is
X - 2a*^X cos 3 9 + a = r
2 2 2
1 ^2 ^3
(19)
where X is the distance, Y from the center
of the cable to a point on the equipotential
surfaces; a, the distance from the center of
the cable to the axis of one of the conduc-
tors, as C; 9 the angle between Y and
G; and r^, Tg, and r^ the distances from any
point on the equipotential surface to the axis
of the three wires. This equation becomes when
the surface has a potential E
Pig. 3.
A-represents the
equipotential
surfaces of
value E.
X^ - 2 aV cos 3 9 + a^ = r^ ( [t + a] )^ - - -(20)
where r is the radius of thf/ wires. Expanding and substituting
the values of r and a in equation (20)
X^ - .626 1? cos 3 9 + .033 =0 -------(21)
When Y is on the line 0' below the cable, the angle 9 is 60
degrees and cos 5 9 is -1, and equation (21) becomes
f + 526 Y + -0^^ =
Solving this for y
= -.628 ± V7385~^^~!l36 = -.513 or .114y —
z
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y = -.805 inches or -.485 inches.
The point -.805 is at the point of tengency of the upper wire and
the cahle, and the point -.485 ic on the line 0» hetween the
point and that wire. This indicates that the equipotential sur-
face surrounds only one of the three wires, the same conclusion
which was drav/n from equation (16). In fact, the distance to the
point of intersection of the equipotential surface and the line 0'
as found by equation (16) is only .003 inches away from that foimd
•by means of equation (19). This variation is accounted for by the
fact that several approximations were made in determining both
parts of equation (16) which are not taken into consideration in
equation (19), also equation (19) is for the case that the conduc-
tors are eliptical instead of circular in shape.
The equipotential sxurface, as shovm by equations (16) and
(19), tangent to the three wires is three curves. As the distance
of these equipotential surfaces are taken further and further
away
from point they become larger and larger until at the place where
the product is x becomes equal to , the three curves
meet
~ 1 2 o
at point and the curve is the one called by mathematicians, the
three leafed rose. After this, as the surfaces are taken further
away they take the shape of curve B in Pig. 3. When the equipoten-
tial surfaces are tangent to the wires, their length will be smalle
and consequently the potential gradient will be greatest at that
place. If this surface had a uniform rate of curvature the poten-
tial gradient (go) would be the
same at all places, but as can be
seen from equation (19), this is not the ease. Therefore, g^
is
not uniform around the wires, and the area of the equipotential
surface can not be substituted in equation (10) in order to
find
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the value of gQ , as that equation was developed under the supposi-
tion that the rate of curvature was uniform. Consequently, some
other method of finding g^ must he used.
If point y is taken on line 0' ahove the cable instead of
"below it then
^
A'y=B'y=:C*y=2R + X; Ay=Gy=C y^fa + X + aZ
and B y = 2 - a.
Then equation (15) becomes
E y = log 2 R - X
X - a
(22)
Differentiating equation (22) taking in account the fact that 2 R-Z
is practically equal to 2 R
d E = - 2 9 5 X^ - (25)
d X 3 3
X -a
From equation (13) , 9 = ^ dE
3 , therefore, as go = —
2 log ( 2 R - a)
3~a^~r
E „ . 3 X^
g = + 2R X a 2 3 - - - -(24)
^ log 3"i*F" X-^-a
As the corona losses will occur from the outside surfaces of
the cables, they must accur at or near the places where the wires
are tangent to the surface of the conductors. At these places X is
2.05 centimeters, a is .677 inches or 1.72 centimeters, r is .128
inches and R is 1440 inches. By substituting these values in
equation (24), when Eq equals 200 kilovolts (effective), the vaiue
of go has been found to be 30.8 kilovolts per centimeter
(effective)

E7
But the limiting value of is 21.1, so there will he corona loss
from the conductors if they are huilt up of three wires each.
If the cahle is built up of six wires, the value of and
go will he changed. If the wires are arranged
at the velrtices of
a regular hexagon whose center is the center of the cahle as in
Pig. 4, and if 0' is the image of 0, then the charge on each wire
will he 1/5 of the total charge, and the voltage at the surface
of one of the wires is the sujn of the follov/-
ing thirty sis expressions.
E due to A A'
P
B
P
E
P
E„
n n
TT It
IT !t
n n
II IT
IT n
A B' =
A C =
A D' =
A E' =
A F' =
B A' =
2 9 log A A
'
6 r
2 9 log A B'
6 r
2 Q log A 0'
6 r
2 Q log A D '
6 r
2 Q log A E'
6 r
2 9 log A F
'
6 r
2 Q log B_A' )Six
6 B A ) equations
) as ahove
Y
"T
D
E due to G A' = 2_^ log C_A') Six
P 5 G A ) equations
) as ahove
E^ due to D A' E_l log gA' ) Six
6 DA) equations
.______) as ahove '0'
Ep due to E A' = 2 log E^ A' ) Six
5 E A. ) equations
) as ahove
3' ^^^^
C
Fig. 4-
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E due to P A' = Q log 1_A\ Six eauations as alDove
•
But as R, the distance from to the ground, is very large
in com-
parison to a, the distance from to the azes of the wires, A A'
j
=: B B' = G C = A B' = A C etc . = 0' = S R - a. Also A B = A E
|
= a, A G = A E = fS a, and A D 2 a, then by substituting these
values in and by adding up the thirty-six ei-pressions
,
B = 2 9 TloS 2 R + 2 log 2R +2 log 2R + log 2 r1P ' L a fSa 2 a J
E - 2 9 log (2 R)
(25)
6 a° ^
6 rlog
IJov; if y is some point on the line 0' above the cable,
and
if the same reasoning is used as in deriving equation (14)
(O'Y)^
,
Ey = 2 9 log
^ 3^ ^ Q-Y . ^ . .^
But 0' T =» 2 R + X, A Y. = E Y = K? + oT' + a i:, F Y = X + a.
B Y = D Y = + a'^-aX, andCY = X- a. Therefore
.
• 6 6
A Y . B Y . C Y . D Y . E Y . P Y = X - a
6
and = 2 9 log (2 R - Xj (27)
A 6
X*^ - a
As X, when Y is near the c.,.ble is very small in comparison
to R, 2 R - X may be taken as simply 2 R. Differentiating equation
(27), .
=-29 6 X^ - (28)
^- ^ 6 6
X - a
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-^s go = - d E and as p is given "by eauation (25)
d X
'
go = 6
log (2R)^ * - a^
6 a r
When the cable is built up of six wires E is 1440 inches,
a is .714 inches, or 1»82 centimeters, and r is .091 inches. If
the point Y is taken at the surface of one of the conductors, X is
2.05 centimeters, ^he radius of the conductors. If E is taken as
200 kilovolts effective, the value of go will be 17.3 kilovolts
(effective) per centimeter. This value is somewhat smaller than
the descriptive gradient, so consequently there would be no corona
loss with the conductors made up as shov/n in Pig. 4 (6 v/ires in
the cable )
.
From these calculations it is evident that a biiilt up cable
of three v/ires would not do for the line wMle one of six v/ould.
Therefore, each conductor of the system v/ould be made of six IIo. 5
Brown and Sharpe gauge copper wire. These wires are held apart by
metal discs, spaced about twenty feet apart. These discs would
cost about 10 cents and could be put on the wires for about 20 cents
a piece, making the total cost per mile of each cable about $90.00
more than the cost of the wire. This value is very small when
taken into consideration with what the additional cost would be if
the conductors were made of solid copper.
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CHAPTER III.
Calculation of the Constants of the Line.
Now that the size and design of the conductors has "been de-
cided upon, there is enough data Imown in order to calculate the
constants of the line.
In calculating a short transmission ^.ine, the caxmcity has
very little effect upon the regulation of the line, and may he
neglected entirely or else assumed to he at the center of the line
for purpose of calculation. These assumptions cannot he made when
the line is very long, hut the resistance and the inductive and
capacity reactances must be taken as distributed over the entire
length of line. Dr. E. J. Berg has worked out equations for the
solution of lines with distributed inductive and capacity reactances
.
These equations are rather simple and are developed in the following
of the line, and and Iq are voltage and the current , respectively,
at the sending end of the line. Zq is the vector sum of the
resistance and inductive reactance and is the factor by which
Eq should be multiplied to give the leakage current.
At a distance 1 from the receiving end of the line the
voltage consumed is
manner.
In Fig. 5, E^ and I,
are the voltages and the current,
respectively, at the receiving end Pig. 5
d E = I Zq dl (30)
and the leakage current is
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a I « s di -
Differentiating equation (30)
d 1
(31)
- - (32)
d 1
The solution of equation (32) is
-
-(33)
Differentiating equation ^^3)^
^
—
I (34)
d 1
From equation (30) I = 1 dE
ii
_
dl
-YYq ZqI
A I »fla (A3_ B • ^ - - Ag E )
^ ^o
- (35)
E A^^ e' ° ° + ^
For the entire line 1 =_lj_then
and
But
-f^o (36)
lo = I ( A^ E
- (S?)
X
_ ^ 2 3: 3
Thisc series is a rapidly oonyergent one and consequently
all terms after the third may te neglected without
causing much
error. Then ecQiations (36) and^SV) become after substituting this
series for E' ^ and E
Bo = (Ai + ApJ (1 + ^2^) + (Ai - Ao)
Uj_ -f Ag) fl^Zo + (A-L - Ag) (1 + ^^)]f|^
(38)
(39)
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As 1 the length of the line measured xrcm the receiving end, must
he zero at that end, and as E = E^, and I = I^, ^t that place, then
from equations (33) and (35)
E3_=A^ + A2 --------- - (40)
A-L - Ag (41)
(4E)
Substituting these values in equations (38) and (39)
Eo - Ei (1+ 2 ) + Ii 2^
lo = E-L Yo + Ii (1 +
^^)
------ (43)
These last two equations give the values of the current and
voltage in terms of the constants of the line, and the load currents
and voltage. Before they can he solved these values munt he found.
As Zo = ro - jXo and =» gQ—j/o, the values of IJq, Xq'
ho must he known, r^ is the total resistance of the entire linej
Zq, the reactance, Zo "tii© conductance, and ^« the susc )ptance of
the entire line. As this is a three phase transmission line, 500
miles long, the values of Zq, . go, and ^ will be taken for 500
miles of the cable. The value of r^ can be found from tables
published in such books as the "Standard Handbook for Electrical
Engineers". Xo == '^iTf^c where is the frequency and is the
total inductance of the line. /-o can be found from equation (44).
D - r *
j£_ = .14 log;LO ^ + .01524 - - - - (44) .
In this formula L is expressed in rail henrys per 1000 feet, so
= 500 X 5.28 X L . Sq = as there is to be no corona loss, and
as gn = 0, will equal 1_ . As Z^ = 1 , A= 2//^/C^.
° " zrrfc
^Standard handbook for Electrical ^•ngineers, Page 43.
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C (the capacity of the line) is given ^"by the eciuation
G « e.0073
"D-P - (45)
10
where r md d represent, as in eciuation (44), the outside radius of
the cables and the distance "between two of them, respectively.
In equation (45) , C is given in microfarads per 1000 feet, so
Co = 500 X 5.28 x 0.
In Chapter I two cables v/wre designed, one if 150 Irilovolts
were impressed upon the circuit, and the other if 200 kilovolts
were impressed upon it. Unless there is a negative reg^olation the
larger cable must be used. From a test calculation it was found
that the regulation would probably vary from about 25;,^ at a power
factor of 0.80 lag to about one half of that value at imity power
factor. As this ^vill mean that from 170 to 200 kilovolts between
line and neutral must be impressed upon the line, the smaller cable
designed in Chapter I will have corona losses. Therefore, the
calculations which follow were made with the larger cable. These
calculations show, as did the test calculations, that this cable
is necessary and that the smaller one would not liave been adequate.
The value of Tq was. found to be 137 ohms,/^was found to be
6
.826 henries and C^ v/as found to be 8.97 x 10 farads. At various
frequencies, Xq and >^have different values. These values have
been computed and put in a table (Table Ho. 3)
* Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, Page 46
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TalDle No. 3
/ g (mlios) X ( ohms
)
15 .000845 78
25 .00141 130
40 .00226 E08
50 .00282 260
60 .00338 312
In order to laiow ansrthing about tlie best conditions for the
operation of the line, the regulation, effioiency, line losses,
and the power factor at the generator must he krio\m for various
load power factors and frequencies. Calculations were made for the
power factor of the load varying from 0.75 lag to 0.75 lead for
frequencies of 15, 25, 40, and 60 cycles, under full load conditions
and for the same frequencies at no load. These results are tabu-
lated in Tables 4 to 8 inclusive. These calculations were made from
equations (42) and (43) in tho following manner, taking B-, as the
refference vector and using the time rotation as used by Dr. G. P.
Steinmets
.
The following data is Imown.
Sj. = 150 kilovolts to neutral
P = 100,000 Icilov/atts per circuit or 53,000 kilowatts per lin;;.
r = 137 ohms.
As soon as the frequency and P.P. have been chosen, X,
and Cos 9, are hno^Tn, Cos 9 bein-- ^^owor factor at the load.
As equation (42) is =^ Ej (i + ^o|o t the following
calculations must be made in determining Eq
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^1
I = — and ii - l2 - i2
Yq Zq
,
(Tq - jXo)(-jbo) . _ jhoJ^o 4 Xq bp . .c - jb,
where c = ^o^o and b « ^Q?o
1 + ^^^Q =l4(-c-jb)=l-c-jbaa-jb
2
where a » 1 - c.
El '^-iisl = ©1 (a - jb) = e^L a - je^b = f - jg
2
where f ; e^^a and g = e-j_b
II Zo - (i-j^H jii)(r - jX) = i-^r + i^X + j (i^r - i^^X)
= h + jk
where h = i-j^r Hit iJ^X, and k = i^r + i^X
Therefore Eq = (f - jg) •* h + jk = f+h+j (k - g) = ep + je'o
where = F + h and fejj = k - g
As equation (43) is Iq = (1+ ^o ^o ) + E^Yq
2
the following calculations must be made in order to get Iq,Pq,
Pq - P, the efficiency of the line, and the regulation.
Il (1 4 YpZo ) = (i^f jii)(a - jb) = aii+ i{h j(aij_ - ij^b)
= 1 + jm
where 1 = ai-j^ i^b and m = ail - i^^b
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E^Yq = (e,) = -Je, A.= - 3 n, where n = e, i^o
Therefore 1^ = i + j ra - j n ^ 1 + j (m - n) Iq + j i'o
where = 1 and ±^q =s m ^ n
Po (Power given to each line hy generator) = e^ i^ + e^ io
Loss = P^ - P
Pq - P
Efficiency of line =
P
Power factor at generator = -
E I
-
Regulation = Eo - E
E
A numerical sample of these calonlat ions is as follows.
If P.F. = .75 lag, and ^ « 15, then
Eo = 150,000 volts « 150 liilovolts = -.000845 j
i =: 222 amperes 2^ 137 - "78j
I =s 222 = 296 amperes
.75
i^ =y296^ - 222^ = 195 amperes.
Y = (-.000845 .1 ) (137 - 78 .1) = -.0329 - .058 j = (c - .
1 + Yq Zq = 1 + (-.0329 - .058 j) = .968 - 116 j := (a - j )
En (1 -H Y^ Z^ ) = 150 (.968 - .058 j) = 145.8 - 8.7 j liilo-1 _o^-o_ volts.
- (^ - D f)
I^Z^ = (i,+ j i,') (r - j X) (222 + 1955) (137 - 78j)
= 30.2 + 15.2 + j(26.7 - 17.3) ^ 45.4 + 11. 4j = (h+jk)
E^ = I,2q + E, (1 + = (h + j k) + (^ - j g)
= 45.4 n- 11. 4j + 145.3 - 8.7j = 191 + 2.7j = (e^ + q^')
= 191.1 kilovolts.
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E, Y,= 150 (-.000845 j) X 1000 = -122 j = (-j n)
1,(1 + Yo -0 ^ = ^ ^/^^^ - J-^) « (222+195j)(.958 -.058j
~
=. 216 + 1.3 + 5(189.1 - 12.9) = 227.1 + 176. 2j
= (l + j m)
T ^ (1 + J- m) + (-jn) =. 227.1 + 176. 2 j - 122 j =x 227+54. 2
j
io + .1^0 * amperes.
eo io + e^^ Iq = 227 Z 191 + 2.7 X 54.2 » 45400 + 150
= 43550 kilowatts
Loss = P - P = 43550 - 33,500 = 10250 kilowatts
Efficiency - P Z 100 ^^^00 x 100 =: 76.4 percent.
43550
Eq Iq = 191.1 Z 236 = 45200 irilovolt amperes.
Power factor at generator = Pq = 45550 = .965 lag
4o200
Regraation in percent. = En - B Z 100 = 191.1 - 150 =. 27.4 ^
^ E 150
In order to Tae able to compare the results of these calcula-
tioas v/ith one another, they have been platted in three sets of
curves. -5^- The first set (Plate Ho. 3) shows the relation "between
the efficiency of the line and the power factor of the load for
the four different frequencies; the second set (Plate Ho. 4) sSiows
the relation between the regulation (in percent.) and the power
factor of the load for the different frequencies; and the tMrd
set (Plate Ho. 5) shoves the relation between the power factor of
the generating end of the line to that of the receiving end. These
curves are all taken for full load conditions.
*For these calculations see pp. 38 -4^ and for the curves
see pp.^7-4-9
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TABLE m 8. 46
Calcalations of transmission line under no head conditions
v/ith f varying from 15 to 60.
15G kilovolts »
^0 = 137 oViras.
f 15 25 40 60 cycles
^0 -78 -130 -208 -312 ohms
^0 -r00085 -.00141 - .00242 - .00338 mhos
a .968 .901 .769 .475
b .058 .096 .152 .226
Qo 145 135 115 71.2 kilovolts
Qo -8.7 -14.4 -22.8 -33.9
Bo 146 136 117 825 "
lo -128 212 333 507 "
Full load gen erator current
,
P.P. = .80 lag
227 226 310 500
pull load generator oui-rent • .85 lag
224 2^52 324 512
Full load generator current, P.F. = .95 lag
236 266 367 536
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COlTGLUSIOn.
Because of the fact that there is less possihility of any
trou^ble putting the line out of coranission, when the power is
transmitted over two parallel circuits, it has proven good practicej
to huild long high tension transmission lines in two separate \
circuits (each circuit three phase). These circuits are suspended
from the same towers, usually one on either side of the tower.
Each one of the circuits should be designed to carry one half of thr,
power, which in this case is 200,000 kilowatts. In Chapter I,
it has been shov/n that in order to carry this amount of power in
two circuits and yet have no corona loss at the voltage used
(260 kilovolts between lines at load) it will be necessary to have
for each conductor a built up cable containing three or more wires.
The iotal cross sectional area of these wires must be 200,000
circular mils, so if there are three wires in the cable each one
must be a Ho. 2 Brown and Sharpe gauge, or if six wires per cable
are used, they must be Ho. 5 Brown and Sharpe gauge. The diameter
of these cables, if there is to be no corona loss, with 200 kilo-
volts impressed upon the line, must be 4..1 centimeters or 1.55
inches. In Chapter II, it was shomi that there would be corona loss
!
from the cable if it was built up of three wires, while there would
not be such losses if the conductors contained six wires each, witi
the conductors spaced 10 feet apart and hung 60 feet from the
ground
.
From a study of Plates 3 to 5, and of Tables 4 to 7, inclr.-
siisre, it is seen that efficiency is better for all cycles with a
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lagging power factor at the load, than with a leading one . At
15 or 25 cycles, the line has a great deal larger efficiency than
at the larger frequencies. The greatest efficiency (80.7) occurs
with a load power factor of 0.90 lag when the line is operated at
25 cycles, "^en the line is operated at 15 cycles the "best efficiency
is 80.5 io with a load power factpr pf 0.95 lag. At 40 9r 60 cycles
the efficiency is so low (a maximum of V2 io with a current of 40
cycles and 57 ^ with a 60 cycle current) that it would not he
practical to operate at these freauencies. The regulation would "be
hetter at 25 cycles, v/hile the generator power factor would he
better at 15 cycles. Prom Tahle 8 it is seen that if the line is
operated at 25 cycles, the current wouLd be almost constant from
no load to full load. In addition, 25 cycles is a standard fre-
ouency, while 15 cycles is not.
Therefore, the conditions under which the line sliould be
operated are that the frequency should he 25 cycles per second and
the load power factor should he 0.90 lag. These conditions give
an efficiency of 80.7 percent, and a regulation of 20.6 percent,
while the power factor at the generator would he 0.91 lead. The
constants of the line when operated under these conditions would he
Length of line 500 miles
ITumher of circuits 2 (each 5 phas^p
Frequency ------------ ----- -25 cycles.
Power factor of load -------------.90 lag
tt t! generator - -- -- -- -- - .91 lead
Voltapie between lines at tho load ------ 260 kilovolts
generator - - - - 315 "T1 11 H II
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Voltage to neutral at the load 150 kilovol-t
,T n It IT .r genorator ------- 181 "
Pull load current per phase at the load - - - - -S47 amperes.
II Ti " " " " " generator - - 244 "
jjQ It ti It H n Tt
IT
_ _
"
RBSi^ance of one conductor - - - -- -- -
Inductive reactance of one conductor - - - -
Susceptance of one conductor --------
line regulator ---------------
Power lost per phase ------------
Total power lost {"both circuits) ------
Efficiency of line - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 80. 7 >^
Distance hetween wires -------------10 feet.
Distance of circuits ahove ground ------- 60 feet.
- 137 ohms
- 130 "
- .0003 41 mhoi.
I
- 22.6 percent
6,700 kilo-
Ti/at s
»
40.200 "
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